Installation Guide

Part 1

Foreword
Amithlon was released in October 2001 and was designed around hardware released in the
same era (late 1990 and early 2000), your newer hardware may not be compatible. Most
hardware I’ve tested and used has been older motherboards and video cards I had, friends had,
or picked up cheaply off eBay. If booting from CD is unsuccessful, you have an extremely high
chance of Amithlon not working on your system. However, the kernel (emubox.gz) on the
AmigaOS XL CD is older than what was officially made available (new_emubox.gz) and what
others have provided (Kernel 3.10 and Kernel 4) which potentially could work. Good luck.

Installing Amithlon
I've done this two ways, the first using a single HD and partitioning out a small DOS boot
partition to hold the initial computer boot and Amithlon boot/kernel files, and a second partition
for AmigaOS. The second method (I prefer) will use separate hard drives, one for booting the
computer and holding the Amithlon boot/kernel and the other for AmigaOS only. I like having
the separate AmigaOS drive as I can swap it out with different drives as needed for testing or
increasing drive size. Remember this is a guide and how I do it, you can make your own
choices of setup with the information from here, Charlie’s guide and the Alternateguide Charlie
supplied with his files.
This could be creating 3 partitions on one drive (one Primary WinXP/Win7, one Primary DOS
and one Primary type 76 (Amiga), or with two drives creating two partitions on the first drive
(Primary for WinXP/Win7 and Primary DOS) and the other drive will be all Amiga. Your
decision. I already have a nice Windows machine and don't need a 1 GB dual boot
Windows/Amiga machine so I dedicate it strictly for Amiga OS.

Software needed
FreeDOS Live CD fdfullcd.iso
*Amithlon (AmigaOS XL) CD
*CD with needed software (kernel drivers, USB, AHI, MUI, IBrowe, etc...) and Kernel 3.10
(Gary's) and Kernel 4 (milanca's).
**Optional  Floppy disk of FreeDOS
All but Amithlon (AmigaOS XL) is on my site amithlon.snkbitten.com
*Tip
I rebuilt my Amithlon CD to use Kernel 3.10 and added additional folders for all the needed software so once
installed I just use the same CD. I included folders with AmigaOS XL update, Boingbag2 update, contrib
packs (amithlonupdate.lha), AHI 6, Poseidon/ArakAttack, kernel 3 and 4 plus their respective drivers,
MUI38usr, IBrowse 2.4, OpenPCI drivers and more to fill up the CD.

** Floppy install is similar but you may need DOS cdrom drivers and the appropriate
config.sys/autoexec.bat files to load it. I’m working without floppy drives now

Hardware needed
An x86 PC with 1 GB or ram or less, a hard drive or two, a cdrom/dvdrom, a video card (PCI)
with 256 MB or less ram (though it may work on nonsupported cards in VESA modes). Please
stick with IDE drives and CDRoms until you are familiar enough with the steps to experiment
with SATA drives. Stick with IDE CDRoms/DVDroms though...it’s really hit or miss with SATA
(even with SATA hard drives working).
Video cards I’ve tested with great success have been the PCI Nvidia FX 5200 and 5500 models.
I’ve had it work with PCIe cards but only unaccelerated VESA displays...and there is a HUGE
difference in screen performance.
Your current PC for burning .iso files to physical disc (you’ll need some way to get files to your
Amithlon AmigaOS system until you can get network or USB working)
Let’s get started. I’ll be using a FreeDOS CD so if you are using a floppy it’ll be a little different.

One Drive (Two Partitions)
Boot off the FreeDOS CD and these options:
1) Continue to boot FreeDOS from CDROM
5. FreeDOS Live CD only

(first and second choices booting from FreeDOS live cd)

This boots to a DOS prompt with a ramdisk “A:” being basic DOS with a mounted IDE
CDROM as “X:”
Type xfdisk, press enter on "ok" and choose to create a primary partition in the unpartitioned
space. Do not use all the space.
Change the size to 20 MB, we only plan to use it for booting the computer to DOS and then
launching the Amithlon boot files.
Create another primary partition with the remaining space, select it again and choose "change
partition type", "other" and change it to 76. This will be your virtual HD for AmigaOS which you
can then use HDToolBox to partition however you like for AmigaOS. Be warned, for harddrivers
over 40 GB you may want to create two 76 type primary partitions as HDToolBox has issues
addressing larger drives until it's patched with BoingBag2 (or create just a 40 GB partition
instead of all available space and save the rest for later). Start small, get Amithlon installed and
patched,then larger hard drives are supported. Remember, even though we are talking
“partitions”, this is what the AmigaOS will see as a hard drive, and you will be partitioning it
again inside AmigaOS
Press F3 to exit xfdisk, it'll require a reboot. Repeat the boot procedure we did above of
1) Continue to boot FreeDOS from CDROM
5. FreeDOS Live CD only
At the dos prompt type
Format c: /sys, you'll need to confirm by typing yes
When that completes type
Copy X:\Freedos\setup\odin\*.* C:
Do not overwrite any files, press the n key each time you are asked.
This copies a standard DOS set of files to your hard drive.
Remove the CD and insert your Amithlon CD
Now copy the Amithlon boot files to your C: drive
Copy X:\isolinux\*.gz C:
Copy X:\isolinux\small c:
copy X:\isolinux\amithlon c:
copy x:\isolinux\loadlin.exe c:
Remove the CD and insert your CD with Kernel 3.10 and Kernel 4
copy X:\kern310 c:
copy x:\kernel4 c:

Description of the files copied from my CD to my C: drive...
small  a text file that configures the linux boot aspect of Amithlon using smallird.gz containing the kickstart
ROM
amithlon  a text file that configures the linux boot aspect of Amithlon using bigird.gz containing the kickstart
ROM and small OS 3.9 partition
smallird.gz  Amithlon boot files and kickstart 3.1
bigird.gz  Amithlon boot files, kickstart 3.1 and "amithlon_hd" boot partition (OS 3.9)
emubox.gz  original Amithlon kernel (official)
new_emubox.gz  updated Amithlon kernel (official) (may be on a CD you make with updates)
kern310  Gary's kernel (may be on a CD you make with updates)
kernel4  milica's kernel (may be on a CD you make with updates)
loadlin.exe  app to launch the linux boot for Amithlon

Loadlin.exe, small, amithlon, smallird.gz, bigird.gz and the kernels work to launch Amithlon.
Now edit the two text files on your C: drive "small" and "amithlon" to match the settings below for
each.
type edit small and press enter
kern310 init=/linuxrc console_level=0 root=/dev/ram0 mem=512M initrd=smallird.gz vga=769
ramdisk_size=2310 cachesize=65536 leavepages=5200 video=dovesa
When completed press Alt+F, X, enter to save and exit.
type edit amithlon and press enter
kern310 init=/linuxrc console_level=0 root=/dev/ram0 mem=512M initrd=bigird.gz vga=769
ramdisk_size=12010 leavepages=7400 video=dovesa
When completed press Alt+F, X, enter to save and exit.
**a quick note on vga=xxx, these are vesa standard modes and you can adjust to your display
and what supported vesa modes your card offers.
4x3 format
640x480 = 769
800x600 = 771
1024x768= 773
1280x1024= 775
1600x1200= 796
16x10 format
1280x800= 867
1440x900 = 864
1680x1050 = 864

Remove the CD and reboot your PC. It should boot to a DOS prompt from your hard drive C:.
Now we will boot Amithlon with it's embedded boot partition “amithlon_hd” (embedded in
bigird.gz) so that we can partition/format our Amiga drive and install Amithlon.

at the DOS prompt type
loadlin @amithlon

(Amithlon booting off CD or from loadlin @amithlon)
You'll get the bouncing ball and then you'll be presented the Amiga Workbench which will allow
you to use HDToolBox and format the virtual partition you created (the partition looks like a hard
drive to Amithlon)

Open up "amithlon_hd", "tools" and then HDToolBox. We choose "amithlon.device" and click
OK

(Amithlon workbench using embedded boot partition “amithlon_hd”, use it for Tools/HDToolBox)

When HDToolBox opens, choose amithlon.device.

(amithlon.device selected in HDToolBox to configure our hard disk)
You'll see a few devices listed, look for VirtDsk and it should be the size of the Primary Partition
that you created as type 76. Examples below first shows a type 76 partition (single HD) and
then the second example is with a second HD. Make sure you don’t pick the one that contains
FreeDOS or you’ll be starting over from the beginning. Once selected it’ll pop up a requester,
select update.

(HDToolBox and a virtual partition created with xfdisk)
.

(HDToolBox and a second physical HD used for AmigaOS)

I've started using PFS3 filesystem but the choice is yours (SFS,PFS or plain old FFS). If using
FFS I'd suggest keeping your partition no larger than 4 GB. You might want to make a 4 GB
partition and leave the rest of the space unpartitioned. Get OS3.9 installed, get it patched and
add partitions later. Again, your choice. I've made 10 GB FFS partitions but on my latest builds
I've switched to PFS3 (of course you could also copy the pfs or sfs L: handle to your CD to
install it to the RDB and make all your partitions that file system).
Now Partition your drive.
In my example I made two partitions (DHO: and DH1:) but do NOT set either as bootable. Any
mishap, crash, power cycle and Amithlon will try to boot off this empty, unformatted drive.
Once the partitions are created, save and exit, and you'll be asked to reboot.

(HDToolBox partitioning the type 76 partition or 2nd physical drive)

Reboot and you'll see your unformatted partitions a few seconds after boot.

(Unformatted drives after partitioning and rebooting the “Amiga”)
Format them and just use quick format.
In my example they will be "System" and "Work". I use these as a lot of programs look for either
of those by default.

Installing AmigaOS 3.9
I have the Amithlon CD in the drive, it's labeled "AmigaOS XL", I'll open it and run the installer
for OS3.9

(AmigaOS XL CD, opening OSVersion3.9 to install AmigaOS)
Launch the installer and use the ramdisk option when asked, it'll make the install faster. When
completed.....very important.....go back to the "amithlon_hd" drive and run tools/HDToolBox,
choose amithlon.device, choose your drive, click “partition” and just check the "bootable" option
at the bottom. Save, exit and reboot AmigaOS "Control+Amiga+Amiga"
(Control+windows+windows or printscreen+r).
This will boot off your system partition, but since we initiated Amithlon with "bigird.gz"
(remember we launched with loadlin @amithlon which calls "bigird.gz") you’ll still see the
“amithlon_hd” partition.

(Amithlon rebooted off HD but still using the initial init from loadlin @amithlon)
Amithlon is up, our hard drive partition booted OS3.9, now it's time to just boot Amithlon's
kickstart only (no embedded boot partition). Remove the Amithlon CD and shut down/power
off/reset the x86 computer. Power it back on and let it boot to DOS.
Now type
loadlin @small
This will launch Amithlon boot kernel with kickstart loading and looking for our hard drive and
boot partition we installed OS3.9 on.

(Amithlon booted off our HD and System boot partition)
As you can see, we have our System and Work partitions but the amithlon_hd partition is gone.
Now it's time to start patching. Some patches will check for the “AmigaOS XL” CD, so either
copy the patches to the Work partition so you can have your Amithlon CD in the drive, or do like
I do and rebuild your Amithlon CD and add all the patches/updates/addons you want to the disc
(I created a folder name updates and placed them there).

Patching
I scoured the internet looking for patches, order of patches and this is what I’ve come up with
Special thanks to Dietmar Knoll and his page of experiencing A
 migaOS XL as he listed dates
some of the patches and files were released.
First patch  AOSXLupdate1.lha
Second patch  BB3.92.lha (yes to install rom update when asked)
reboot (Control+windows+windows or PrntScrn+R)
Third patch  AmithlonUpdate131.lha
reboot (Control+windows+windows or PrntScrn+R)
AmithlonUpdate131.lha contains the updates from the contrib packs but with an installer as an
all in one.
Read the installer displayed text messages as they determine what you choose. Typically it's
the top left option for all the choices unless you are on a Pentium IV system, then you'll need to
deviate and choose the top right option for that particular choice.
After installing the above patches, you’ll have greater screen resolution/color depth options
using the “builtin” modes which are generic/standard vesa modes your card may support. I can
use the builtin modes for 1280x1024x32bit unaccelerated graphics.

*Drivers
Before we install drivers we need to know if we need them for our devices. There are different
driver types, Amiga, OpenPCI and Kernel modules being available. Amiga drivers are best to
use if available and OpenPCI and kernel drivers a fallback if needed. Currently I’m using a
SoundBlaster Live audio card and a Realtek 8139 100Mbit ethernet card. For drivers I’m using
an Amiga AHI driver (included in AHI 6.0) for sound (EMU10X) and an OpenPCI driver
(openpci_8139.device) for network. I’m loading no kernel modules (commented out pciinsmod
from s:userstartup). It will depend on what hardware you are using.

Kernel 3.10 (linux2.4.19pre4)
(Gary Colville)
We are already booting with kernel 3.10 (remember our copying it to C: and it being used in the
text files “amithlon” and “small”) so we can just install the drivers for it (driver090.lha)
extract to Ram:, then in the shell
cd ram:drivers
copy s/#? s: all clone

copy c/#? c: all clone
copy devs/#? devs: all clone
reboot (Control+windows+windows or PrntScrn+R)

You can also see if any drivers were loaded for your sound card/motherboard or network
card/motherboard by using the shell, so open a new CLI window.
Set the stack to 65536 (type stack 65536 and hit enter), then type p
 ciinsmod and hit enter.
You'll get a list of linux side modules that were installed at boot (if any) for devices it detected. If
you don’t see any, it’s possible the kernel has drivers built in and doesn’t need a module
inserted.

(pciinsmod showing ac97 drivers and nic drivers loaded on my Virtualbox Amithlon setup)

It's a good time to install MUI now, a few apps need it (AHI preferences and IBrowse installer to
name a couple).
Run the installer and install where you like. If you have a key file, copy mui.key to S:

AHI v6 Audio
Now we’ll install AHI v6. Use the m68kamigaosahiusr6.0.lha, you shouldn't need the others
at all so just ignore them. Hopefully your motherboard sound chipset supports a version of
AC97 that is supported or you have one of the supported hardware sound cards.

Extract to ram: then open a shell and cd to ram:m68kamigaosahi/user
Like we installed the kernel drivers earlier, we'll copy files from here to our sys: volume.
cd ram:m68kamigaosahi/user
Copy prefs/AHI sys:prefs/
Copy prefs/AHI.info sys:prefs/ (or for a prettier icon C
 opy prefs/AHI.MWB.info
sys:prefs/AHI.info)
Copy l/#? L: all clone
Copy devs/#? devs: all clone
Copy c/#? c: all clone
Reboot and go to System:Prefs and run AHI and select your sound.

(AHI v6 prefs, choosing Amithlon1 sound which uses the ac97 inserted module drivers)
If you have a SoundBlaster card, you’ll see/select the EMU10kx option instead and won’t see
any drivers listed when doing “pciinsmod” because the drivers are already in the kernel.

USB  Poseidon and ArakAttack
Lets try USB.
Install Poseidon v3.8 and when it ask for devices to install, uncheck them all..(we'll be using the
arakattack "AmithlonUSB.device" driver).

(Poseidon, unchecking all of it’s drivers as they aren’t needed)

I use the default choices for the rest. Extract the extras to RAM: as it ask, you'll want to install
fat95 which is part of the Extras.
Extract fat95.lha to ram:
CD ram:fat95
Copy l/#? l: all clone
Copy c/#? c: all clone
Next, extract ArakAttack  and run it's installer. Use AmithlonUSB device and typically go with
the defaults. If you use a USB keyboard/mouse pay attention to the choices as the defaults
might not be best.
Reboot
Go in to Prefs, run Trident, click on Controllers then Add, and add AmithlonUSB.device.

(Adding the AmithlonUSB driver to Trident)
Click Online and save. If you have more than two ports, add another “AmithlonUSB.device” for
each pair, and don’t forget to increment the Unit number each time. Continue until you can’t
bring another Unit online. Test a USB stick. If success, continue. If not...you may not have
compatible USB hardware.

You can see in the image below I have multiple USB ports and added multiple
AmithlonUSB.device devices (0,1,2,3 and 4). I don’t have 10 USB ports but possibly the
motherboard supports that or more. I accidentally added Unit 4 before Unit 3 and Unit 3 was my
case’s front USB ports.
An old article/review on Poseidon/ArakAttack on Amithlon stated it was best to turn off legacy
mode for USB in your BIOS. The same article informed me of the multiple AmithlonUSB.device
loads for multiple USB ports.

(Multiple AmithlonUSB.devices loaded for my multiple USB ports)

Now extract Poseidon v4.4 and install it following the same method before (uncheck all the
devices, use defaults). Your USB should work and not time out now because v4.4 was open
sourced and no longer requires a key. v3.8 was the last to support Amithlon but required a key
which is not available to purchase anymore. Installing 4.4 over 3.8 works, and thanks to Amicol
and his post on EAB for discovering this.
You can edit/create the “autoexec.bat” file in DOS to launch Amithlon for you at boot if you want.
I usually wait until I’m completely satisfied with my setup before doing so (see General notes).
There’s a LOT more to go over, but this will get the system up and patched.

Part 2 will include Picasso96mode (hopefully for your hardware accelerated supported video
card), updating Picasso96, kernel 4 and it’s drivers and going online. I need to do another walk
through and take screenshots as needed.

General notes
I typically use bigird.gz for the initial boot and formatting/partitioning my hard drive, and to run
the installer from the CD to install OS3.9 to my hard drive. It's the same as what the CD boots if
you boot directly from the CD, but this way we can select which kernel we are using by editing
the text file "amithlon" without having to build a new Amithlon CD (always make sure your CD is
named AmigaOS XL if you do build one)
Small text file contains:
kern310 init=/linuxrc console_level=0 root=/dev/ram0 mem=512M initrd=smallird.gz vga=769
ramdisk_size=2310 cachesize=65536 leavepages=5200 video=dovesa
Amithlon text file contains:
kern310 init=/linuxrc console_level=0 root=/dev/ram0 mem=512M initrd=bigird.gz vga=769
ramdisk_size=12010 leavepages=7400 video=dovesa
As you can see, I'm using Gary's kernel 3.10 "kern310", as this will give greater hardware
compatibility than booting the CD (which uses the original kernel "emubox.gz"). This has made
it easier for me to get up and running with little to no issues. I also use the mem=512M to make
it more compatible and then start testing (ie..mem=768M or deleting the line “mem=xxxM”
completely) to hopefully get the 1 GB of ram made available to AmigaOS.
Once I have Amithlon running the way I like, I’ll add an autoexec.bat file that launches it for me
at boot. I like to get the system running and all the testing done between kernel 3.10 and kernel
4 before I have the system boot immediately to Amithlon/AmigaOS. I also tend to copy my
“small” and “amithlon” files to “3small” and “4small” so I can choose which kernel to launch not

have to continually edit small….ie loadlin @3small to launch with kernel3.10 and l oadlin
@4small to launch with kernel 4.
Info on the two primary kernels posted below. The information posted is not confirmed to be
accurate but only the information I have found available on the internet. Hopefully I can get
more detailed information than what is provided below. I have tested PCIe Nvidia PCX5750
without success and a Realtek 8169 Gigabit Ethernet PCI card without success. Kernel 3.10
refused to boot with the PCIe card installed and neither detected the NIC. Your experience may
differ so please provide yours.

Kernel 3 info  Gary Colville (2.4.19pre4)
Info via hdzone.com

Kernel 3.10 and 0.90 drivers
Release date: September 10, 2006
Support for more GeForce FX models
Support for GeForce PCX PCIe cards
SATA support for VIA 8237 and NVidia NForce3/4 chipsets
Gigabit ethernet support for NForce 3/4 chipsets
Support for more AC97 audio codecs

Kernel 4 info  Milan Milosavljević (2.4.37.9)

Info via hdzone.com
Kernel 4 and drivers4
Milanca's SourceForge site
Release date: June 17, 2010
In 2010 an enterprising developer named Milan produced an updated Amithlon Kernel to
support newer hardware. You can download the kernel below and read up on what hardware it
supports. It includes all hardware updates previously added by Gary Colville for the 3.10
Kernel.
Note: You must have the Contrib3b pack, or Amithlon Update installed to use this.

Nvidia FX series such as the FX5200, 5600, 5700, etc…
Nvidia TNT2, GeForce 256, GeForce 2/2 MX, 3/3 Ti and 4 MX, 4 Ti.
Matrox Millennium G100, G200, G400, G450, G550.
Matrox Mystique
ATI Radeon 9200, 9600, 9800 PCI.
PCIExpress variants of those cards will run in VESA mode with no hardware acceleration.
Chipset Support
Intel ICH7, 8, 9, 10
AMD/ATI SB400, 600, 700
Newer NVidia chipsets
SATA hard disks and DVD drives should work on all of those chipsets.
More AC97 audio codecs, including the popular ALC based chips.

ATI/AMD based controllers in the SB400, SB600 and many others.
Audio support functions in CMI8788Oxygen HD Audio, Creative Labs SB XFi
Sound Blaster Live!
Sound controllers as Emagic Audiowerk 2 sound card, Vortex 3D Digital Audio,
AU8820 Vortex and AU8810, ALi M5451 and others.
NVidia nForce based LAN adaptors, nForce 2, 3, 4. MCP51 nForce 430/410/405/400, MCP55
…
Intel LAN chips like 82801EB/ER (ICH5/ICH5R), Intel PRO/100 like 82801E Ethernet
and Intel PRO/1000 PCIExpress Gigabit Ethernet adapters.
Realtek 8169 Gigabit Ethernet support.Many 3Com based network controllers,
Typhoon,Etherlink and Broadcom. Marvell Yukon 2 Gigabit Ethernet support.

